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The DYNAMIC range that keeps  
on growing........

DYNAMIC Magnetic 
Speculum Light

With super bright beam 
and ultra strong magnets

Page 9

DYNAMIC Headlight 
with USB/Rechargeable 

Battery
A firm favourite of Equine 

Dental Practitioners 
Page 16

DYNAMIC  
Hanging Motor

Ideal for working in 
clinics or stocks. Also 
available in kit format

Page 3

DYNAMIC Disc & 
Diverse Kit

Developed to be the 
most user-friendly dental 

system on the market
Page 2DYNAMIC Pro Four  

Root Forcep 
Our best ever range of pro 

forceps - designed by industry 
professionals

Page 13

NEW

DYNAMIC Full HD Intra Oral Camera
Page 10

Incredible high 
definition images

Water-Resistant

Great quality at an 
affordable price

Easy to use 
and set up  

Robust and fit 
for purpose

*PC not included

Powered by Innovation



DYNAMIC Battery :  
The Dynamic belt 
holds one 40 volt Makita 
Battery. The supplied 
2.5 ah battery is lightweight very 
durable and very powerful. Higher 
4 ah batteries are available for busy 
practitioners.  
2.5 ah battery treats up to  
x10-12 horses. MBAT2.5-40V   
4 ah battery treats up to  
x18-20 horses. 

2 DYNAMIC System

A revolution in equine 
dentistry
Developed to be the most  
user-friendly dental system  
on the market

Dynamic adjustable torque  
motor – new & improved

Cross/Key/Square/Slot Drive  
Cable options

Light weight aluminium  
handpieces

Longer lasting heads

Compatible with other power 
systems

Reduced servicing costs & option  
for DIY servicing

Available in a variety of complete 
kits to suit the different needs of 
practitioners

Comes in motor on  
the belt or hanging  
motor version

Made in the UK

Long curved 
handpiece with 

Disc head

Long straight 
handpiece with 

DIVERSE head and 
Applecore burr

Grease gun GREASEGUN   
Dynamic food grade grease 
GREASE 

Disc/Burr Removal Kit 
DTOOLBASEKIT 

Battery 
charger unit

Carry case

DYNAMIC Cross Drive
Unique DYNAMIC Cross Drive. Cuts 
vibration for a smoother power 
delivery. Also available in our own Key 
Drive, Square Drive, Slot Drive and 
Shear Pin Drive cable head fittings. 

DYNAMIC Complete Kits

DYNAMIC Base Kit 
(Hanging Motor and Belt 
Motor Option)
Includes belt, or bracket, 
Dynamic motor, one Makita 
40 volt 2.5 ah battery, Makita 
battery charger.  (Braces and 
Holster are optional extras).  
DKITBASE  
DKITBASEH

DYNAMIC Motor 
 Powerful, quiet, brushless 
motor. Adjustable torque 
system. The motor unit 
contains the on/off switch 
and the variable speed 
dial, torque control and 
foot pedal dock. 

NEW



DYNAMIC Duo Kit
Save money, both heads, one shaft
As DYNAMIC Disc Kit plus:
Dynamic Diverse head (no shaft) with  
a medium applecore burr and spanner.   
Straight shaft option also available. 
DKITDUO   

DYNAMIC Disc and Diverse Kit
Great for busy practitioners  
As DYNAMIC Disc Kit plus:
Straight Dynamic Diverse handpiece with  
a medium applecore burr and spanner. 
Straight shaft option also available
DKITCOMP 

DYNAMIC Disc Kit 
Great for everyday dentistry
This kit includes belt, Dynamic motor, 
Makita charger, one 40 volt 2.5 ah battery 
and the Dynamic drive cable. 
Curved Dynamic Disc handpiece. Also 
included Disc Removal Kit, grease gun, 
Dynamic food grade grease and basic 
Dynamic carry case. 
Straight shaft option also available.  
DKITDISC   

Includes bracket, Dynamic motor, 
one Makita 40 volt 2.5 ah battery, 
Makita battery charger. 
Foot Pedal recommended as an 
optional extra.
DKITDISCH
DKITDUOH 
DKITCOMPH

 DYNAMIC Accessories (Optional Extras)

Hanging Motor Kits
Also available in Disc, Duo and Disc & Diverse 
options (as per the motor on belt kits)

DYNAMIC 
Basic Carry 
Case 
DCASE 

DYNAMIC  Battery Charger and 
Spare Batteries are available to 
purchase separately. The battery 
is available in different Ah 
depending on the requirements 
of the practitioner. 
MBAT3
MBAT2.5-40V

DYNAMIC
Trolley 
Case
DCASE 

Your local DYNAMIC Dental 
Equipment Service Centre is 
on hand to provide a fully 
comprehensive service for all 
of your dental equipment. 

To find your local Service 
Centre contact us on  
 0044 (0) 1934 287818

info@dynamicdentalequipment.
com

www.dynamicdentalequipment.
com/servicing

DYNAMIC Complete Kits 3

NEW

Motor on Belt and Hanging Motor

DYNAMIC Foot Pedal
This is a plug in option ideal for 
more intricate procedures. Comes 
with cover.  DFOOTMAK 

DYNAMIC Braces
Hard wearing, wipe clean material 
designed with maximum comfort in 
mind. DBRACE 

DYNAMIC Holster
 Ergonomic way to 
carry your handpiece 
and drive cable. 
DHOL 



Handpiece, Head and Burr Combinations4 Drive Cable & Connection Options
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DYNAMIC Diverse Burr options
These burrs can be added to any length handpiece and will 
allow for a number of treatments including buffing canines, 
profiling of the 06’s and treating diastemata.

DYNAMIC Drum Head
Great for rostral profiling, 
minor incisor adjustments 
and reduction of large focal 
overgrowths at the front 
when used with the short grip 
handpiece and at the back of the 
molar arcades when used with 
the long handpiece.

DYNAMIC Disc 
Great for incisor adjustments 
when added to a short grip 
handpiece.
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Large Applecore 
Burr  

22mm 
DAPPLEL

Medium Squat 
Burr with Canine 

End18mm 
DBURRMC

NEW

Buccal Burr 
25mm x 25mm  

DBURRB 

NEW

NEW

Medium Applecore 
Burr with Canine 

End 18mm 
DAPPLEMC

NEW

Small Applecore 
Burr  

14mm 
DAPPLES

Best 
seller

Medium 
Applecore Burr 

18mm 
DAPPLEM 

Best 
seller

Four different 
head positions

Medium handpiece Short grip handpieceLong handpiece

Drum HeadDiverse Head

All heads and handpieces are fully interchangeable
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Disc Head Incisor Head

Incisor Cut Off Disc Head
The incisor cut off disc head 
comes with 1 ultra thin and fine 
cutting diamond disc, and  
2 replacements which are easy to 
change.  Ideal for making incisor 
adjustments.
DMANDRELHEAD  

Incisor Disc Head
Heavy duty diamond  
coated disc, with a  
smooth rounded edge to reduce 
the risk of soft tissue trauma. 
This head gives the practitioner  
improved visualisation  
during incisor reductions  
compared with other  
guarded handpieces on the 
market. DINCISORHEAD

NEW

DYNAMIC Incisor 
Head options 

Applying DYNAMIC food 
grade grease regularly 
prolongs the lifespan of 
the gears and bearings 
within the heads. 

Grease 
nipple

All heads can be bought separately using a couple of shafts and multiple heads thus reducing costs.

Best 
seller

Best 
seller 48 cm 

Available in  
Straight and Curved 
DHANDLEL40  
DHANDLES40 

10 cm 
DHANDLESG  
 

55 cm 
Available in 
Straight and Curved 
DHANDLEL  
DHANDLES 

Best 
seller

DDISCHEAD D90HEAD 
(Burr not included) 

DINCISORHEAD DDRUMHEAD 

Long/Slim Guarded 
Diastema Burr  

30 x 4mm 
DDIASTSLIM-30X4

Cone Burr  
14mm x 5mm  

DBURRC 

Short/Wide 
Diastema Burr 

20 x 5 mm 
DDIASTWIDE

Short/Extra Slim 
Diastema Burr 

20 x 3 mm 
DDIASTXS

Medium/Slim 
Diastema Burr 

25 x 4mm  
DDIASTSLIM-25X4

Short/Slim 
Diastema Burr  

20 x 4 mm 
DDIASTSLIM

NEW



Long Curved 
Handpiece with 

Disc Head

Drive Cable & Connection Options 5
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DRIVE CABLES
The DYNAMIC Drive Cable is 120cm long 
with a 6mm reinforced inner cable. The 
Drive cable can be bought with different 
head fittings in order to fit handpieces 
that are driven by Key-drive, Square-drive, 
Cross-drive or Slot-drive cables. Please 
contact us or your distributor to discuss 
your specific requirements.

 Unique. Cuts vibration 
for  a smoother power 
delivery. 

Best 
seller

Cross-drive

Short Grip Handpiece 
with Drum Head

Short Grip Handpiece 
with Disc Head

Medium Straight 
Handpiece with 

Drum Head
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Replaceable 
Key Drive Tips

Replaceable 
Square Drive 
Tips

Key-drive Square-driveSlot-drive

Long Straight Handpiece 
with Diverse Head and 

Medium Applecore

Short Grip Handpiece 
with Incisor Disc Head

DDRIVE120 

EDRIVE120  

DINCISORSG  

DDISCC  

D90S  
DAPPLEM  

DDRUMS 

DDRUMSG  DDISCSG  

KDDRIVE120 SDDRIVE120  



Key/Square/Slot/Cross Drive Cable options

Supports the use of the revolutionary  
DYNAMIC Handpieces 

Lightweight 

DIY Servicing 

Made in the UK

ECOMAK System6
14
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The ‘New’ ECOMAK system is a cost effective solution 
developed for starter/occasional practitioners, or 
those looking for a spare back up motor

S Y S T E M

Long curved 
handpiece with 

Disc head

Long straight 
handpiece with 

DIVERSE head and 
Applecore burr

Battery 
charger

Battery

Grease gun, 
Dynamic food 
grade grease 
GREASEGUN 

GREASE 

Disc/Burr 
Removal Kit

Carry case 
ECASETB -

ECOMAK Holster 
(Optional)

DYNAMIC Cross Drive
Unique DYNAMIC Cross 
Drive. Cuts vibration for a 
smoother power delivery

ECOMAK Battery
18 Volt Lithium Ion 5Ah Makita battery 
which can treat up to 4 horses per 
battery. The battery takes 45 minutes to 
charge.  Extra batteries can be bought 
from any DYNAMIC/ECOMAK distributor 
or from any Makita Stockist, helping 
to reduce problems when travelling or 
shipping abroad.

ECOMAK Motor
Powerful, brushed, 
battery driven. The motor 
has an on/off switch and 
speed dial at the top of 
the housing. It also has a 
hanger loop at the base 
of the motor in case the 
practitioner prefers to 
use without a belt.

ECOMAK Belt MBELT 

Heavy duty, yet lightweight. The 
spring loaded motor connector 
rotates allowing the motor to move 
in the direction of the flexible cable.

MKITBASE - £895.00



ECOMAK Complete Kits 7
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ECOMAK Disc Kit:  
Belt, ECOMAK motor, one 18 volt 5Ah Makita 
Battery and a single unit battery charger, 
Dynamic drive cable, curved Dynamic Disc 
handpiece. Also included Basic repair tools, 
grease gun, Dynamic food grade grease and 
basic ECOMAK carry case.  
Straight Shaft option available. 
MKITDISC 

ECOMAK Duo Kit: 
Disc Kit plus: Dynamic Diverse Head (no 
shaft) with a medium applecore burr and 
spanner. 
Straight Shaft option available.  
MKITDUO 

ECOMAK Disc and Diverse kit: 
Disc Kit plus: Dynamic Diverse handpiece 
with a medium applecore burr and spanner.    
Straight Shaft option available.
MKITCOMP -

ECOMAK Accessories (Optional Extras)

ECOMAK Kits

ECOMAK Holster
Strong and simple, ideal for storing 
handpiece mid-way through dental 
procedures. MHOL

ECOMAK Braces 
 Hard wearing material,  wipe clean. 
Designed with maximum comfort and 
 breathability in mind. MBRACE 

ECOMAK  Battery Charger and 
Spare Batteries are available to 
purchase separately. The battery is 
available in different Ah depending 
on the requirements of the 
practitioner.

ECOMAK Foot Pedal
This is a plug in option ideal for more 
intricate procedures. Comes with 
cover. DFOOTMAK 

Servicing your DYNAMIC or ECOMAK powered equipment is 
an essential part of the after-care required to ensure that it 
continues to function effectively and efficiently.
The service options available:
• DIY Servicing
Use the DYNAMIC online guides available on the website for 
reference, with the DYNAMIC Disc/Burr removal kit (available to 
buy from your local distributor).
• DYNAMIC Equipment Service Centre
It is recommended that all complete dental power tool systems 
(DPTS) receive an annual service in order to prolong the life 
span of the equipment.  Regular servicing should also reduce 
long-term servicing costs.

For a very busy practitioner treating 1000 - 2000 equines a year, 
it is recommended that DPTS is serviced twice a year.
A number of DYNAMIC global distributors have trained in-house 
technicians to service the DYNAMIC and ECOMAK powered 
equipment, and will turnaround this equipment as quickly as 
possible and will always, where possible, discuss any work that 
needs to be undertaken, and the costs involved prior to starting 
the service. The DYNAMIC Equipment Service Centres are also 
able to work on any repairs to other brands of equipment
To find your local Service Centre contact us on  
 0044 (0) 1934 287818
info@dynamicdentalequipment.com
www.dynamicdentalequipment.com/servicing

Servicing and Aftercare



SE Speculum

Spreader effect 
with five ratchet 
settings for a 
good fit. 

Millennium Speculum

Spreader effect and 15 small rachet settings for an exact fit.

Speculum Spreader Bars available

Speculums made from top quality polished surgical stainless steel 
with hardwearing biothene straps that are easy to clean and use. 
The bite plate design creates a slight spreader effect making it 
easy to work, especially with power tools.

Super Deluxe Speculum

All Speculum are available with the following options:
1. With standard bite plates 
2. With extra wide bite plates 
3. With rubber lined bite plates

Not Available in USA
SPEC-SD  
SPEC-SD-XW  
SPEC-SD-RUBBER 

Easy to clean 
Biothene straps

Bite plates 
angled to 
accommodate 
incisor angle

Speculum
s and A

ccessories

Speculums and Accessories8

Hard wearing speculums, made to our in-house design

Refined ratchet 
system for 
comfortable fit

SPEC-SE  
SPEC-SE-XW  
SPEC-SE-RUBBER 

SPEC-MILLENIUM  
SPEC-MILLENIUM-XW  
SPEC-MILLENIUM-RUBBER 



This Mini SD speculum has been designed to create a better 
overall experience for our small equine patients. It has smaller 
opening increments and bite plates which makes it more 
comfortable. The bite plate design also creates a slight spreader 
effect making it easier to work.  

Mini Super Deluxe 
Pony Speculum
SPEC-PONY 
Not Available in USA

NEW

Offset Gunther Speculum  
SPEC-GUNTEROFF  
Screw handle opening ratchet 
with 9 offset positions 
available to assist 
with difficult oral 
extraction.  
Works well with 
Advanced MTE kit 
and our MIR kit

Comes with 
Biothene Straps  
and Rubber Bite 
Plates. Easy to 
clean.

X-Ray Speculum
SPEC-XRAY 

Hands free. Offsets 
the lower jaw to 
the left or the 
right. Gives an open 
mouth view. Can be 
used to investigate roots, view the 
occlusal surface of the cheek teeth or 
get offset view of the dorsal-ventral

X-Ray Bite Plates 
BITEPLATEXRAY

Specialist bite plates for 
equine head radiographs. 
Only intended for taking 
X-rays of incisors. Fits 
most speculums on the 
market.

Offset position

NEW 
LOWER 
PRICE

Powerful LED 
with super slim 
and ultra strong 
magnets

On/off and 
settings switch

Battery with 
magnetic 
attachment plate

Biothene Strap Set
SPEC-STRAPS

Incisor Speculum
SPEC-INCISOR 

Parrot Plates to fit equines 
with extreme incisor 
congenital abnormalities.  
Can be sold individually or  
as a pair BITEPLATERUBBERP -  
(single)

Extra Wide Bite Plates 
with spreader effect
BITEPLATEXW -  (pair)

Cheek Retractor 
CHEEKRETRACTOR  

Padded Gum Bars
Stainless Steel, extended 
Gum Bars
BITEPLATEGUM - (pair)

Replacement Inserts 
BITEPLATERUBINSERT 

Rubber
Sold 
individually, 
either Flat or 
Toed options 
available. 
Screws sold 
separately.

Rubber

Extra Wide Bite Plates  
with rubber lining 
to prevent chipping. 
Replacement inserts sold 
separately  
BITEPLATERUBBER - (pair)

DYNAMIC Magnetic Speculum Light  
SPEC-LIGHT-DYNAMIC 
A powerful and durable magnetic light that fits on to 
speculum bite plates using ultra strong magnets.  Super bright 
clear daylight LED with 3 brightness settings.  Comes with 
rechargeable water-resistant long-lasting battery and charger.

Speculums and Accessories 9

Hard wearing speculums, made to our in-house design
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Intra Oral Camera

DYNAMIC are proud to be the PowerFloat European Distributor and Service Centre.
The PowerFloat is available in both Battery or Mains Power form. 
We stock a wide selection of ‘Quick Connect’ attachments, burrs and discs.
For more information about the complete range and current prices please contact us.

Each variety of PowerFloat can 
be bought on its own or as part 
of a Basic or Complete kit.  

A Basic Kit will include: 
• Pelican® Carry Case 
(Lifetime warranty)
• PowerFloat Wheel Removal 
tool
• LED Headlight
• Grease Gun 
• Grease Tube: 15oz tube 
• Two Nylon Mouth Gags (large 
and small size included)
• The Guarded Right Angle 
shaft with a diamond disc

A Complete Kit includes all the 
same as the Basic Kit but has the 
addition of:
• Diamond Grinding Wheel 
• Long Rotary Attachment
• Choice of Short Guarded Right 
Angle (w/ Diastema Burr) or Short 
Un-Guarded Right Angle (w/ Apple 
Core Burr) Attachment
• Un-Guarded Right-Angle 
Attachment (w/ Chamfer Burr)
• Round Nose Burr (3/8”)
• Upper 11s Hook Burr
• Lower 11s Hook Burr

10

Pow
erFloat
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DYNAMIC Full HD Intra Oral Camera ENDOFULLHD 
Strong and durable wired oral camera. Great quality at a very competitive price.

 5.0 mega pixel macro lens auto focus (1.5cm - 3.0cm) camera  
 module image resolution
 10 bright LEDs
 Coms ¼ image sensor
 Water resistant strong easy clean stainless steel body (600mm length)
 Image storage to PC or Android phone or tablet
 Hard case included
 90 degree wide viewing angle

Water-Resistant

*PC not included

NEW

Incredible high 
definition images

Great quality at an 
affordable priceEasy to use 

and set up  

Robust and fit 
for purpose
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 Minimal Invasive Buccotomy, Transbuccal Screw Extraction
The MTE kit allows a safe technique for the removal of 
roots, fractured teeth or those that have insufficient 
clinical crown length. We recommend the following 
equipment should be used in conjunction with this MTE kit:

1) The Offset Gunther Speculum:- enables better access to 
the cheek teeth.
2) Duckbilled Forceps for use during the intraoral screw 
extraction technique.

Pferdefit-Dental

Standard Kit  MTE-STOLL-STANDARD  
Contents: Tap M6, Trocar sharp long, Trocar sharp short, Trocar round long, Trocar round short, Drill 
sleeve short serrated, Drill sleeve long serrated, Fragment forcep with spring handle, Elevator for root 
tips slim, Elevator sharp spoon, Elevator symmetric,Elevator assymmetric,Threaded pin (screw) M6, 
Autoclave sterilisation container with silicone mat, Metal slotted hammer, Drill 3,2 mm, Drill 5 mm,  
x 200mm, Intraoral screws 6mm

Advanced Kit MTE-STOLL-ADVANCED 
Contents: Same as Standard kit plus Tap M4, 
Tap M7, Threaded pin (screw) M4, Threaded 
pin (screw) M7

Tap M6

Tap M7Tap M4

Trocar 
round 
long

Metal 
slotted 
hammer

Threaded 
pin (screw) 

M4

 Threaded 
pin (screw) 

M7

Drill  
3,2 mm

Drill  
5 mm

Threaded 
pin (screw) 

M6

Trocar 
round 
short

Trocar 
sharp 
long

Trocar 
Sharp 
Short

Made in 
Germany

All components are available seperately - 
see website fror prices

Hedstrom Files
Sold in pairs, highly flexible Hedstrom 
files in a range of lengths  
and diameters. Most files  
are available with Latch  
type connection to an  
Endodontic handpiece.

Autoclave Tin
Tin to store Hedstrom 
files, fully autoclavable. 
Comes in small and 
large sizes.

Low and High Speed 
Burrs
A variety of lengths and 
diameters of ball shaped, 
Lindemann burrs and 
Caries cylindrical burrs.
Low speed burrs to fit 
contra angle handpiece, 
latch type, and high  
speed burrs for  
turbine and contra  
angle handpiece  
with chuck.

Also available in the Pferdfit-Dental range

Fragment forcep 
with spring handle

Elevator 
for root 
tips slim

Elevator 
sharp 
spoon

Elevator 
symmetric

Elevator 
Asymmetric

Drill 
sleeve 
short 

serrated

 Intraoral 
screws 6mm

Autoclave sterilisation 
container with  
silicone mat

Drill sleeve 
long serrated

Absorbent Paper Points
Sold as a variety pack and as 
single sizes. There are a range of 
lengths and widths to suit your 
Equine Endodontic treatment.

A full range of sizes are on our website - 
www.equinebladesdirect.com

See website for prices



Forceps12

Tools designed to aid successful molar extraction

Rostral Caudal Fragment Forcep FORCEP-ROSTAL 

46cm. Tightens to the tooth. Excellent for difficult molar fractures.

Grips fragment front and back

Pony forceps compared  
to regular equine forceps.

New lower 
profile 
spreader

 35mm
 50mm

 70mm

Root Fragment Forceps 
FORCEPROOTFRAGMENT 

Stainless Steel 42cm Root 
Fragment Forcep with 60mm 

serrated head for removing 
difficult fragments.

Slab Fracture Forceps 
FORCEPSLAB 

Stainless Steel 42cm Slab Fracture Forcep 
with 30mm serrated head for removing 

difficult slab fractures.

Designed in conjunction 
with Professor Paddy 

Dixon MVB PhD 
MRCVS

Long Nose Forcep 
FORCEPLONGNOSE 35/50/70 

The narrow profile is ideal for root fragment 
extractions. Length: 43 cms. Three nose lengths 
available.

FourRootSpreader Serrated

Heavy Duty Duck Bill Forceps  - FORCEPS-DUCKBILL 

For use when extracting cheek teeth orally and access within 
the mouth is limited. The duck bill is designed to enable  
the practitioner to get further purchase,  
compared to other heavy duty forceps.

Pony Forceps
Stainless steel forceps 
designed to fit the smallest 
equine teeth.

M-Z Rostral Caudal Spreaders  
FORCEP-ROSTRAL 

Revolutionary design for use prior to  extraction 
of an impacted root fragment where the 
corresponding healthy rostral and caudal 
cheek teeth have impacted the 
fragmented root.

Hewson Style Forcep FORCEPS15-HEWSON 

Ideal for premolar  
cap removal. 
Length: 40 cms

4 Root Forcep FORCEPS16-FOURROOT 

Ideal for premolar  
cap removal.  
Length: 40 cms

Individual Incisor Forceps   
FORCEPS-INCISOR-DUCKBILL 

28 cm Ducks Bill Incisor Forceps 
Ideal design for extracting incisor teeth. 
Unique angle allows  
better access for secure  
purchase on the  
tooth. 

NEW

Forceps

FORCEP-PONY-SPREADER/
SERRATE/4ROOT 
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Multi-Pick T Handles and Forceps 13

Fully interchangeable to create the perfect pick for any job

L         M       S

Spreader 
MULTIAS - S/M/L

S        M        L

Alveolar 
MULTIA - S/M/L 

L        M       S

Curette 
MULTIAC - S/M/L

L       M        S       XS

Elevator 
MULTIAL - S/M/L 

Insert Heads

Four handles 
each with an 
angled head  
0º, 7º, 15º, 25º

Multi-Pick 
Handle
MULTI-PICK-
THANDLE0  & 
MULTI-PICKTHANDLE 
7/15/25 

A range of fully interchangeable handles and inserts 
that can be purchased individually or as a set. Each 
Insert Head slots easily into any of the Multi-Pick 
Handles and tightened into any rotation with a 
10mm spanner and allen key.

New
Stronger
Design

Complete Kit MULTI-PICK-SET 

Full range of 4  
Handles and 13  
insert heads as well  
as Universal  
Handle,  
Spanner,  
Allen Key,  
Screws and  
Zip-up case

Starter Kit  MULTI-PICK-SET1 

Universal Handle, 0* Handle, Spanner, Allen Key, 
Screw, Zip-up case and 6 insert heads: Small 
(Alveolar, Elevator, Spreader), Medium (Elevator, 
Spreader) and a Large Spreader.

Stronger
Inserts

NEW

DYNAMIC “Pro” Forceps 
Introducing a new and 
improved range of DYNAMIC 
“Pro” Forceps which 
have been designed in 
collaboration with leading 
equine veterinary dental 
specialists.
These forceps have been 
developed on a heavy duty 
frame but are lightweight 
enough to allow for one 
handed operation to 
ensure comfort and reduce 
operator fatigue.
This new design significantly 
increases the success rate of 
oral extraction.  They have a 
square box joint which gives 
the forceps added strength 
and also helps prevent them 
from slipping off fulcrums 
during extractions.
Length: 48cm
Universal Spreader Forceps, 
available in 3 sizes as well 
as 2 serrated options: 

Slim Spreader 
Forceps (A) 4mm 

FORCEPS-PRO-
SPREADER-S 

 Thinner/wider 
wedge head design 
to aid initial spread

Universal 
Serrated Forceps 

(D) 
FORCEPS-PRO-

SERRATED-U

Suitable for both 
Mandibular and 
Maxillary cheek 

teeth

Maxillary 
Serrated 

Forceps (E) 
FORCEPS-PRO-
SERRATED-M  

 Wider jaws for 
use on the wider 
upper maxillary 

cheek teeth, allow 
the handles to be 
closer together for 
comfortable one 

handed operation.

Medium 
Spreader Forceps 

(B) 5mm  
FORCEPS-PRO-
SPREADER-M

Concave 
FORCEPS-PRO-CONCAVE  

4 Root 
FORCEPS-

PRO-4ROOT

3 Root 
Onside 
FORCEPS-
PRO-3ON   

3 Root 
Offside 

FORCEPS-PRO-
3OFF

NEW

Wide  
Spreader  

Forceps (C) 6mm 
FORCEPS-PRO-
SPREADER-W

Curved Elevator 
T Handles
ELEVATOR-T-CURVED-
RIGHT OR LEFT  
 
Ideal for elevation 
prior to molar 
extraction.  
Left or Right 
(44cm long)



14 Advanced Dentistry

MIR Kit  MIRKIT/MIRKITL  
For minimally invasive repulsion of dental fragments or fractured teeth. 
For use by vet surgeons in conjunction with careful radiographic positioning 
through a small trephine or drill hole. Six pins. Each has a block end that 
slots into the hammer to aid removal  
should the pin become lodged in  
an incorrect position.
(Replacement pins available)

Universal  
Dental Hammer
MIRHAMMER 

Included in the 
MIR kits, but 
also available 
separately. 
Works well with 
set of 6 elevators and 
set of 4 short grip 
elevators. Used to aid 
wolf/canine/incisor 
extractions. 

Wolf Tooth Nerve Block  
Syringe  
25cm from base to needle

Extended Intra-Oral LA Syringe. 
Ideal for administering local 
anaesthetic for nerve block 
prior to wolf tooth extraction.

New
Improved

Design

New
Improved

Design

Fast setting impression material 
for diastema packing.
450 ml catalyst and 450ml base.

Diastema Putty

Developed in conjunction
with Chris Pearce MRCVS
from Equine Dental Clinic

Both available with 3 different 
syringe holder ends:
• 1.8ml UK Thread
• 1.8ml Euro Thread
• 2.2ml UK Thread

Extended General Nerve Block 
Syringe
40cm from base to needle

Ideal for administering intra-oral local 
anaesthetic for mandibular/general 
nerve blocking prior to molar extraction.

NEW

Peridontal Forceps 
30cm
MS-DEN-1200K-30CM 
MS-DEN-1200L-35CM 

High quality 30cm long 
stainless steel forceps 
with very fine tips (also 
available in 35cms). 
Designed to remove 
forage that accumulates 
in periodontal pockets 
and valve diastema 
between equine cheek 
teeth)

Long Alligator Forceps
FORCEPS-ALLIGATOR-

STRAIGHT 

Right angled head for 
removal of food and Hay 
particles trapped  
between teeth.  
Length: 40cm

Straight 
handle

New
Stronger
DesignA

dvanced D
entistry

Osteotomy and Sinusotomy Kits
Designed in conjunction with Equine Dental 
Clinic, these revolutionary kits provide a simple 
and safe way to achieve access through bony 
structures of the head for diagnostics and 
treatments e.g. sinocentesis and minimally 
invasive repulsion. The drill guards protect the 
surrounding tissues including the periosteum 
reducing risks of complications. Smaller drills 
may be used manually or with a small driver, 
larger sinusotomy drills are best used with a 
slow-speed driver and irrigation. Optional drill 
stops prevent accidental trauma deep to the 
bone surface.

Pearce Osteotomy Kit  OSTEOTOMY 

x1 Commer Drill set 
X2 Osteotomy Drill guards for use with the 6mm and 
8mm Coomer drill pieces.
X2  Osteotomy Drill Depth Limiters (8mm and 6mm).  

Pearce Sinusotomy Kit  SINUSOTOMY  
X3 Sinusotomy drill pieces (no.8,no.12 and no.16) all are made 
from tip hardened stainless steel 
X3 Sinusotomy extended drill guards for use with the no.8, no.12 
and no.16 drill pieces
x3 Sinusotomy drill depth limiters  for use with the no.8, no.12 
and no.16 drill pieces. x1 Allen Key

Extended Endo File Holder  FILEHOLDER 

40cm handle with knurling for easy grip.  
Head can be adjusted to suitable angle.  
Will hold universal sizes of H and K files (Not included)

FILE-PACKOFFIVE 

Universal K files 
pack of 5

SYRINGELONG 

SYRINGESHORT  

Available in short or 
long length pins

DIASTEMAPUTTY  
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Instruments to complete your kit

Wolf/Incisor 
Tooth Forceps 
(available as sets of 
three)

Stainless Steel 18cm 
forceps with easy grip 
knurled handles. Great for 
wolf teeth and incisor cap 
extractions, fragment removal, 
as well as removing plaque from 
lower canines.

Complete Burgess Set 
BURGESSSET-COMPLETE 

Stainless steel 26cm wolf tooth 
forceps, two stainless steel 
elevators, tough matt handle grip 
with two screw-in extensions (one 
straight, one offset) and four cut-out 
elevator heads (6mm, 8mm, 10mm, 
12mm).
Burgess Heads (available in the 
following sizes):
Cut-out head sizes  6mm, 8mm, 
10mm and 12mm. 
Complete head sizes 4mm, 6mm, 
8mm, 10mm, 12mm and 14mm

Offset
Curved

Spreader

Ideal for wolf teeth and fragment extractions 
plus deciduous incisor cap removal.

Compound Rongeurs
COMPOUNDROGEURS 

Stainless steel with compound 
action and angled head.
Length: 24cm

Sturdy case included

Sturdy case included

Basic Burgess Set 
BURGESS-BASIC-SET 

Tough matt handle grip with 
two stainless steel screw-
in extensions (one straight, 
one offset) and four cut-out 
elevator heads (6mm, 8mm, 
10mm, 12mm).

Curved 21cm Wolf/Incisor Tooth 
Forceps  WOLF8.5-CURVED 

Stainless steel 21cm Curved forceps. 
Great for wolf teeth and incisor cap 
extractions, fragment removal, as well 
as removing plaque from the canines.

Dental Mirror with 40mm lens (41cm)  MIRRORM 

Magnifying Dental Mirror with 40mm lens (41cm)  
MIRRORMAG 

Small Mirror with 25mm lens (41cm)  MIRROR25

Mirror inserts available

M
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Set of 4 Short Grip Elevators  
ELEVATOR-SET-4 

Designed for extracting wolf 
teeth, but can also be used for 
canines, incisors and root fragments 
extractions. Included in the set are 
two 4 mm elevator (one straight and 
one concave) and two 5mm elevator 
(one straight and one concave). The 
concave curved tip hugs the palatial 
aspect of the wolf tooth reducing 
the risk of iatrogenic trauma to the 
palatine artery.NEW

WOLF7-OFFSET
WOLF7-CURVED
WOLF7-SPREADER 

WOLF7-SET-3  

Set of 6 Incisor Elevators 
ELEVATOR-SET-6 

Set of 6 incisor elevators with nylon 
handles and stainless steel base 
designed to permit gentle hammer 
usage.
- 3 different angles allows instruments 
to follow the natural curve 
of the teeth.
- Comes with 4mm & 6mm 
head widths to suit different 
widths of incisor teeth

Canvas case 
included

Long Elevator Kit 
ELEVATOR-OFFSET 

Two stainless steel  
elevators with fine  
heads, offset for easy  
use with a speculum.  
Comes in a  
canvas  
case.
Length:  
28.5cm
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Instruments to compliment your kit

Diamond Files
Stainless Steel with 
diamond grit. To buff 
sharp canines and 
bitseats as well as 
finishing off incisor 
realignments. Flat or 
S-shape file option

Fulcrums

Nylon 6 Tubular Fulcrum Kit 
FULCRUM6HEADS

Fulcrum with 6 white tubular nylon blocks, 
designed to fit snugly on the tooth

Diagnostic Kit  DIAGNOSTICKIT4 

Mirror, Alligator Forceps, Explorer Probe, Dental 
Scaler, Banded Periodontal Probe,  
Gingival Pick and zipped case.

Fantastic 
saving

Nylon 8 Block 
Fulcrum Kit
Fulcrum with 8 
numbered white 
nylon blocks. 
Comes in a sturdy 
case

Mini Spatula MINISPATULA

Dynamic Headlight with USB/Rechargeable 
Battery  LIGHT-HEAD-USB 

The New Improved Dynamic headlight is incredibly 
bright with 6700k superclear daylight 1300 Lumen 

XML2 LED. It has a long life, 
waterproof rechargeable 

USB Battery.  Incredibly 
lightweight but 
robust with 27mm 
reduced diameter 
stainless steel 
housing and a 
comfortable heavy 
duty headband.

Mandibular 
Fulcrums 
FULCRUM-SET5-MAND 

Set of 5 stainless 
steel fulcrums ideal 
for cheek teeth 
extractions  (2mm, 
3mm, 4.5mm, 
6mm, 8mm).   
Newly designed to 
eliminate the need 
to change blocks.

T Handle Excavators -  
Set of 2 (35mm long) 
EXCAVATORS-SET2 

Left and Right. T-handle 
for greater leverage  
and control.
A zip up case is  
included.

NEW Replacement 
Screw-in Tips

Banded Probe  PICK-BANDEDPROBE 

Periodontal tissue probe. Measuring depth of perio pockets.

Equine Explorer  PICK-EXPLORER 

For pulp probing.

Gingiva 90º Pick  PICK-GINGIVA 

General pick - cleaning diastemas.

Dental Scaler Excavating PICK-DENTALSCALER

Used for excavating occlusial tissue. 

New design - coloured bands for easy diagnosis
Stainless Steel Picks

NEW

Picks, Probes and H
eadlights

DIAMONDFLATFILE 

DIAMONDSFLOAT 

FULCRUM8HEADS

NEW
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Picks, Probes and Headlights
Instruments to compliment your kit

Headstands and Irrigation 17

Stable, adjustable and easy to assemble

Comes with 
rope and cleat 

for hanging

Economy Headstands
Additional tops available  
separately

Large,
weighty base
for maximum
stability

Padded 
Rectangular 
Rest 
Ideal for 
sedated 
equines

HEADSTAND-
BUDGET 

Padded Cradle 
for everyday 
dentistry

HEADSTAND-
BUDGET2 

Pony Headstand

Column available 
separately
HEADSTAND-
BUDGETC

Irrigation Pump 
IRRIGATIONPUMP

Pressurised water pick with 
fine tip nozzle for diastema 
and periodontal pocket 
cleaning.

Drench Gun
250ml self filling

Dose Syringe 
400ml capacity

Rounded nozzle 
for safe flushing

Silicon Lubricant 30ml available separately

Stainless Steel Wand with robust handle and 
fine tip nozzle.
WANDHOZELOCK 

Fits a Hozelock connector

We supply wands to fit the Aqua2Go and many 
other pressure washers. Call us for more information

Instrument 
Cleaner and 
Disinfectant  
5 litres 
Peppermint 
Mouthwash  
5 litres

Super Concentrated 
Fast acting, safe and effective for equine dentistry. 
Kills 99.99% of bacteria, fungi and viruses. Makes 200 
litres and lasts twice as long as other brands.

Protects 
against

STRANGLES 
AND 

RINGWORM

UK ONLY

Hanging Halter HALTER

Padded halter hangs from stocks 
and rotates ergonomically 
to support sedated equines. 
Compact and ideal for travel.

Fits most
headstands

Headrest Cover
HEAD-COVER-ECONOMY OR 
RECTANGULAR 
Easy clean, removeable cover 
for headrest. 
Rectangular or cradle fit.

Best 
seller

HEADSTANDPONY 
C OR R 

WASH-MOUTH 
WASHINSTRUMENT 

DYNAMIC Aqua Flusher 
DIASTEMAFLUSHER 

Multi functional flusher 
designed for everyday oral 
flushing, as well as cleaning 
out diastema impactions. 

Light weight, compact battery flusher 
comes supplied with two different 
diastema attachments and an oral 
flushing attachment that attach to the 
on/off trigger handle.

NEW
Improved 

design



Case also 
available 

separately

Float Kits, Packages and Buckets

Float Kits, Packages and Buckets18

Starting up? Save money with our kits and packages

3 essential premium float handles fitted 
with 3 tungsten carbide blades and a 
sturdy roll-up carry case.

Premium Float Starter Kit  FLOAT-KIT-STARTER3 

6 premium float handles and 6 tungsten carbide blades, sturdy 
roll-up carry case.

Premium Float Advanced Kit  FLOAT-KIT-COMPLETE 

SE Speculum, 3 premium range float handles fitted with  
3 tungsten carbide blades. Plus a Dental Mirror, a Drench 
Gun and a Diamond S Float.

SE Speculum, 3 premium range float 
handles fitted with 3 tungsten carbide 
blades.

Start up Basic Package  Start up Plus Package

SE Speculum, 3 premium range float handles fitted with 3 tungsten carbide blades. 
An economy Headstand and a bucket with a brush fitted. Plus a Dental Mirror, a 
Drench Gun and a Diamond S Float.

Start up Complete Package

STARTUP1-BASIC 

STARTUP2-PLUS 

STARTUP3-COMPLETE 

Economy Bucket with 
Brush or without Brush
BUCKET-ECONOMY-BRUSH  
BUCKET-ECONOMY

Blade Savers 
Plastic thick and thin style 
or stainless steel
BLADESAVER-PL-THIN OR FAT  
BLADESAVER-SS 

Premium Bucket with Brush 
or without Brush 
BUCKET-PREMIUM-BRUSH  
BUCKET-PREMIUM 
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Premium Float Handles 19

New comfort handle design, easy to clean without losing grip

Incisor 15cm shaft, 5º offset straight head 
(takes 80mm blade) - -

Premolar 18cm shaft, 30º head  (takes 50mm blade)

- -

Premolar 23cm shaft  20º head  (takes 50mm blade)

22 2

Premolar/Molar 33cm shaft, 10º head  (takes 80mm blade)

23 3

Lingual and Buccal 38cm shaft, straight head  (takes 80mm blade)

24 4

Upper Back Molar 43cm shaft, 15º upturned head (takes 50mm blade)

26 6

Premolar Roller Bitseat 23cm shaft, offset head (takes 50mm blade)

- -

 
10

11

12

13

14

16

17

-

-

22

23

24

26

-

Premium Pony Floats 

Designed for small equines. Stainless steel float handles with rubber 
handles and low profile heads that take 50mm blades.  Clearly 
numbered for easy recognition.
P-1    17cm   20º Premolar
P-2    23cm   Straight, Lingual and Buccal.
P-3    23cm   5º Downturn, Lower Arcade.
P-4    28cm 15º Upturned, Back Molar
Can be sold as a kit (does not include blades)

Regular finish (80mm or 50mm)

Titanium Nitride Coating 
(80mm or 50mm)

Slimline head use 
with stick-on blade

Regular head use 
with bolt-on blade

Premium Float Handles with easy clean rubber handle. Clearly numbered for quick 
recognition. The rounded stainless steel shaft is milled flat on one side for correct 
placement in the mouth. Carefully designed to be free of edges and corners.

Blades sold separately

Premium-Light Float Handles excluding blade  
P5PONYSETFOUR or supplied singley

The shorter handle and thinner shaft makes our new 
range of floats lighter to use. The range still has the 
great design features of the Premium Range

Pocket Blade 32mm 
POCKETBLADESMALL 

Tungsten Carbide rectangular blade 
with stainless steel backing plate
or VHB adhesive 

Upper Back Molar 42cm shaft, 10º upturned low profile head (takes 32mm pocket blade)

Lingual Buccal  37cm shaft, straight head (takes 50mm blade)  34FLOAT

Premolar/Molar   32cm shaft, straight head (takes 50mm blade)  33FLOAT

Premolar  23cm shaft, 20º head (takes 50mm blade)  32FLOAT32

33

34

36

New Lighter 
Weight Design

10FLOAT

11FLOAT

12FLOAT

13FLOAT

14FLOAT

16FLOAT

17FLOAT

P1

P2

P3

P4

36FLOAT



Tungsten Carbide Blades and Inserts20

Chip Blades
50mm   
80mm 

Tungsten Carbide BladesTriangular Inserts
Rotate for a fresh razor sharp blade

Triangular inserts (X-files) have three 
sides and stack together to create three 
cutting surfaces. The three/four groove 
pattern is designed to hold a steady line 
while working on the arcades.
These super strong inserts are made 
from Tungsten Carbide and are designed 
to be long lasting. The Titanium Nitride 
coated option increases durability. 

Fitted to an aluminium backing plate. 
Two size options that fit most brands of float handle. 
Available with Titanium Nitride coating to reduce 
chipping and increase blade lifespan.
Also available without backing plate for slimline float handles

80mm  80MASTER 50mm  50MASTER

80mm  80MASTERCOATED 50mm  50MASTERCOATED

Master cut with Titanium Nitride coating

Master cut Less aggressive for super smooth finishing

80mm  80DIAMOND 

80mm  80DIAMONDCOATED

50mm  50DIAMOND

50mm  50DIAMONDCOATED

Diamond cut Sharp controlled rasping for everyday dentistry

Diamond cut with Titanium Nitride coating

Triangular 
Inserts

Rectangular Blades made from sub-micron grade tungsten 
carbide and cut on CNC machines to produce a superior 
cutting edge.  
Available in diamond cut or master cut finish.

Only the best will do
Cheap blades and inferior regrinds are a false economy…

Best
Sellers

Coated 
Triangular 
Inserts

Pocket Blades
32mm    
56mm 

Oval Blades
58mm 

Tungsten Carbide Blades and Inserts

www.equinebladesdirect.com

X4UNCOATED 
X4COATED 
X3UNCOATED 
X3COATED 

To Find Your Local Distributor: www.dynamicdentalequipment.com

Your local DYNAMIC Dental Equipment distributor is:


